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a b s t r a c t

26The present paper summarizes the testing work carried out in relation to the UPMSat-2 Attitude, Control
27and Determination Subsystem (ADCS) sensors. The ACDS of this satellite is based on the magnetic inter-
28action with the Earth magnetic field, thus the selected sensors have been magnetometers. This test cam-
29paign was carried out in order to check the performance and accuracy of the magnetometers (acceptance
30tests) and to analyse its effect on the characteristic times of the satellite’s stabilization process once its
31normal attitude has been perturbed (integration tests). Since the adequate calibration instruments were
32not available in the institute, for the acceptance tests a simplified method was designed and performed.
33The proposed methodology allows auto-calibrating the magnetometers, using the Earth magnetic field as
34reference and without a comparing with calibrated magnetometers. For the integration tests, the esti-
35mated errors were introduced in the simulator of the mission in order to analyse its effect on the stabi-
36lization time, once the satellite’s attitude is perturbed. The results of the simulations indicate a correct
37performance of the magnetometers, as the convergence of the satellite attitude to the target one was
38reached within a reasonable period.
39� 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
40

41

42

43 1. Introduction

44 Although magnetic interaction has been used in attitude control
45 for satellites since the second half of the 20th century [1], the tor-
46 ques obtained with this method have traditionally been restricted
47 to being used as secondary actuators (for instance, complementing
48 reaction wheels [2–6], or in conjunction with stabilization by grav-
49 ity gradient [7–9]). More recently, some studies have gone into
50 depth regarding the possibilities of a fully magnetic attitude con-
51 trol, especially for small satellites with not too demanding orienta-
52 tion requirements [10–13].
53 The magnetic control is based on the interaction between the
54 earth magnetic field and the one produced by the satellite itself,
55 either passively (with permanent magnets or magnetic coils
56 [14–16]) or actively (with magnetic torquers or magnetic torque
57 rods – hereinafter referred as magnetorquers – [17–19]). Magnetic
58 Attitude Control Subsystems (MACSs) have some advantages over
59 other kinds of attitude control subsystems in terms of weight
60 and equipment needs (e.g., there is no need to carry propellant).
61 This fact, together with the possibility of very simple designs,
62 makes MACSs very suitable for micro, nano and pico-satellites
63 operating in Low Earth Orbits (LEO). On the other hand, the main

64disadvantage of MACSs lies in the limitation concerning the gener-
65ated control torque, as this torque is always perpendicular to the
66Earth’s magnetic field direction and makes it impossible to perform
67a continuous control in the three axes [20]. Therefore, it can be said
68that MACSs are always under-actuated control systems, although
69some studies have recently concluded that the attitude of a satel-
70lite can be controlled only with magnetic actuators in the presence
71of a variable magnetic field [21–24].
72In addition, MACSs based on purely magnetic instruments (both
73sensors and actuators) are a very interesting alternative for small
74and low-cost satellites, due not only to their aforementioned sim-
75plicity, but also to their power efficiency and because these kind of
76devices does not include rotating elements (reaction wheels) and
77do not degrade. It should also be noted that a large number of mis-
78sions have chosen this kind of control in recent times [14–17,25–
7927].

801.1. Overview of the UPMSat-2 mission

81The UPMSat-21 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1) is 50 kg microsatellite
82designed and developed at the IDR/UPM Institute of Universidad
83Politécnica de Madrid, for educational and technology demonstration
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0263-2241/� 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1 The UPMSat-2 was preceded by a former one, the UPMSat-1, developed by the
same team and launched in 1995.
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84 purposes. The launch is expected by the end of 2018 or beginning of
85 2019. More information on this mission can be found on [28–30].
86 A purely magnetic Attitude, Control and Determination Subsys-
87 tem (ACDS) has been selected for the UPMSat-2, as it is both simple
88 and reliable. The design of this subsystem includes three ZARM
89 (ZARM Technik AG) magnetorquers, and two SSBV (SSBV Space &

90Ground Systems) fluxgate magnetometers. The second magne-
91tometer is carried on board to increase the reliability of the subsys-
92tem. Furthermore, the information from a third fluxgate
93magnetometer by Bartington, present on board as payload, is avail-
94able for the ADCS during the mission (see Fig. 2). The programmed
95control law is based on a modification of the ‘‘B-dot” strategy, with
96this modification allowing the satellite angular rotation rate to be
97controlled, and also the setting of the rotation axis of the satellite
98perpendicular to the satellite orbit’s plane (see [31] for more infor-
99mation). The satellite is planned to orbit in a sun-synchronous
100noon/midnight orbit in which the sun radiation will be almost per-
101pendicular to the aforementioned rotation axis (Z axis of the
102UPMSat-2), thereby allowing a better thermal control and a high
103orbit-average energy production (solar panels are located at +X,
104�X, +Y and �Y axes of the UPMSat-2, see Fig. 1).

Table 1
General characteristics of the UPMSat-2 mission [28].

Mission Life 2-year

Orbit Sun-synchronous:
� Noon.
� Altitude: 600 km
� Period: 5828 s

Mass 50 kg
Dimensions 0.5 m � 0.5 m � 0.6 m
Attitude Control Magnetic:

� SSBV magnetometers
� ZARM Technik AG magnetorquers
� Control law designed by IDR/UPM.

Thermal Control Passive
Power Based on solar photovoltaic panels and batteries:

� 5 body-mounted solar panels (Selex Galileo SPVS-
5 modules with Azur Space 3G28C triple junction
solar cells)

� Li-ion battery designed by SAFT
� Direct Energy Transfer (DET)

On board Electronic
Box (E-BOX)

Based on FPGA (designed by Tecnobit S.L. and
programmed by STRAST/UPM). Includes:
� On-board computer
� Data handling
� Power supply control
� Power supply distribution

Communications � Link at 436 Mhz frequency
� 4 monopole antennae system
� Emsys communication card installed in the E-
BOX

� Ground station software programmed by STRAST,
hardware configuration supervised by INTA

Payloads � Bartington magnetometer
� SSBV rotation wheel
� Iberespacio thermal microswitch
� Solar sensors
� Tecnobit on-board computer (E-BOX)

Fig. 1. CAD drawing of the UPMSat-2 satellite.

Bar�ngton

SSBV

Measurement probe

Fig. 2. Magnetometers of the UPMSat-2 satellite ADCS. One of the mission SSBV
magnetometer (on the left side), and the payload Bartington magnetometer with its
measurement probe attached (on the right side).
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105 1.2. Aim of the present work

106 In this work, the measurement process carried out to verify the
107 correct performance of the UPMSat-2 magnetometers is described,
108 in addition to the analysis of their effect in characteristic times of
109 the satellite’s stabilization process. This process has been applied
110 as part of the acceptance and integration tests plan of the
111 UPMSat-2 ADCS. It should be underlined that the acceptance test
112 plan should be performed on every unit received from an external
113 supplier in a space mission [32].
114 Once the verification was carried out, the effect of the magne-
115 tometers errors measured on the UPMSat-2 performances was
116 studied by Monte Carlo analyses carried out with the ADCS simu-
117 lator of this satellite. It should be pointed out that this technique
118 has been successfully used by many other authors to validate dif-
119 ferent satellite control subsystems [3,33–46].
120 As previously mentioned, professional procedures followed to
121 perform a magnetometer calibration require a high-tech and ded-
122 icated facility with high-level accuracy instrumentation. The cali-
123 bration methods generally rely on non-magnetic levelled
124 turntables and Helmholtz coils. See the works by Jankowski &
125 Sucksdorff [47], Loubser & Newitt [48], and Bowditch [49] for more
126 information. Another way of addressing the magnetometer accep-
127 tance problem would have been to use a reference magnetometer.
128 Taking into account the UPMSat-2 academic project scope, we
129 decided to keep magnetometer acceptance tests as simple as pos-
130 sible. Therefore, the use of a reference magnetometer was
131 discarded.
132 The tests performed in the present work verify the proper and
133 correct UPMSat-2 magnetometers’ performance behaviour, based
134 on the calibration provided by the manufacturer. These tests pro-
135 vide a quite accurate estimation of the sensors error level, in the
136 aim of verifying the UPMSat-2 ADCS robustness. The magnetome-
137 ter calibration acceptance depends on the ADCS ability to filter the
138 possible errors in the sensor measurements. An alternative magne-
139 tometers calibration, once integrated into the satellite, is now
140 being developed by the authors at the IDR/UPM Institute.
141 Finally, one of the goals of the present work is to demonstrate
142 that control subsystem robustness acceptance procedure can be
143 undertaken with limited means. Furthermore, it should be high-
144 lighted that the research carried out within this work will be
145 included in the academic program of the Master in Space Systems
146 at Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, in agreement with the contin-
147 uous improvement requirements stated at the Master’s quality
148 assurance program.
149 The present work is organised as follows: the testing procedure
150 is defined in Section 2, whereas the results are included and dis-
151 cussed in Section 3. In Section 4 the aforementioned Monte Carlo
152 analysis to study the effect of these errors on the UPMSat-2 control
153 subsystem performance is included. Finally, conclusions are sum-
154 marized in Section 5.

155 2. Testing procedure description

156 2.1. The Earth’s magnetic field

157 In order to check the performance of amagnetic sensor, themag-
158 netic field that interactswith it needs to bewell characterized. In the
159 present work, the Earth magnetic field is used as reference to anal-
160 yse themagnetometers’ performance (see Fig. 3). As a high accuracy
161 magnetometer was not available to characterize the aforemen-
162 tioned Earth magnetic field, a well-established analytical model
163 was used to obtain the local values of this magnetic field instead.
164 There are analytical models of the Earth’s magnetic field which
165 take into account the Main Field (Earth magnetic field is modelled

166as the field created by a magnet centred in the centre of the Earth,
16790% of the total Earth magnetic field), as well as other contribu-
168tions (solar flux in high altitudes, or the contribution of the Earth
169crust), including the evolution over time [50]. The most well-
170knownmodels are the World Magnetic Model, WMM, and the Geo-
171magnetic Reference Field, IGRF. The main difference between the
172two models is that the WMM model is a predictive model and
173the IGRF model is an historic model. These models are valid for
174periods of five years. For practical reasons we selected the IGRS
175model of the magnetic scalar potential, w, for this work:
176

w r; h; k; tð Þ ¼ R
XL

l¼1

Xl

m¼0

R
r

� �lþ1

gm
l cosðmkÞ þ hm

l sinðmkÞ� �
Pm
l coshð Þ;

ð1Þ 178178

179where L is the maximum degree of the expansion, k is the East lon-
180gitude, h is the colatitude, R is the Earth’s radius, gm

l and hm
l are

181Gauss coefficients, which are functions of time, and Pm
l are Schmidt

182normalized associated Legendre functions, of degree l and order m.
183Once the magnetic scalar potential is defined, the geomagnetic field
184H can be easily derived:
185

H ¼ �rw ð2Þ 187187

188The errors of the modelled Earth magnetic field were consid-
189ered in the present work, the typical values being ±300 of arc for
190the alignment and ±200 nT for the field intensity.

1912.2. Magnetometer performance modelling

192The magnetometers considered in the present study are three
193axes fluxgate magnetometers that measure the magnetic field vec-
194tor, Bm, with its components expressed in the sensor body axis, in
195Volts. However, these vector components do not directly represent
196the measured geomagnetic field, Hm, (expressed in nT), the follow-
197ing transfer function being required:
198

Hm ¼ C�1 � Bm � bð Þ ð3Þ 200200

201where C�1 is a symmetric matrix (expressed in nT � tV�1), and b is
202the offset vector (expressed in V). The above equation is defined
203by means of a calibration process.
204The errors that can corrupt the magnetometer measurements
205include biases, scale factors and misalignments. They can be classi-
206fied into two main groups: environmental and instrumental errors,
207as seen in [35,36].
208Regarding the environmental perturbations, they are divided
209into hard iron and soft iron errors. The hard iron errors are pro-
210duced by permanent magnets, magnetic hysteresis and slowly

Fig. 3. Sketch of the Earth geomagnetic field lines. The local field vector, H, is
broken down into two components, one towards the centre of the Earth, HT, and the
other one parallel to its surface, HN.
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211 time-varying fields, and they can be modelled as a deviation of the

212 value of the magnetic field, that is, a constant bias, bhi. Besides, the
213 soft iron errors are caused by the interaction that ferromagnetic
214 materials with external magnetic fields present. The inner field
215 created by the ferromagnetic materials results in a change of inten-
216 sity and direction of the magnetic field vector, that can be
217 expressed with the rotation matrix, that we will call Csi.
218

bhi ¼ bhi
x bhi

y bhi
z

h i
ð4Þ220220

221

Csi ¼
c11 c12 c13
c12 c22 c23
c13 c23 c33

2
64

3
75 ð5Þ

223223

224 Introducing the instrumental errors, they are composed of a
225 bias, a scale factor and a misalignment error. The bias error is pro-
226 duced by fabrication deficiencies that are taken into account as a
227 constant bias bso. The scale factor shows the uncertainty in the
228 knowledge of the constant of proportionality that relates the sen-
229 sor input and output, and it is represented by a diagonal matrix
230 S. The misalignment error is caused by the inability to have three
231 perfectly perpendicular sensor axes, and it is taken into account
232 with the matrix E. The expressions of the mentioned vector and
233 matrices are:
234

bso ¼ bhi
x bhi

y bhi
z

h i
ð6Þ236236

237

S ¼
Sx 0 0
0 Sy 0
0 0 Sz

2
64

3
75 ð7Þ

239239

240

E ¼
1 exy exz
exy 1 eyz
exz eyz 1

2
64

3
75 ð8Þ

242242

243 Considering all the aforementioned errors, the full measure-
244 ment model can be expressed as:
245

Bm ¼ S � E � Csi � Hm þ bhi
� �

þ bso þ m ð9Þ247247

248 where v stands for a noise vector. The terms of the above expression
249 can be grouped in order to reach a simpler equation, similar to the
250 ideal Eq. (3):
251

Bm ¼ C� � Hm þ b� ð10Þ253253

254 The purpose of the UPMSat-2 magnetometers is to provide the
255 value of the measured geomagnetic field, H, as a function of the
256 output voltage, Bm. Thus, the Eq. (10) is rewritten as:
257

Hm ¼ C��1 � Bm � b�ð Þ ð11Þ259259

260 where the noise contribution is taken into account by the first and
261 second terms of the right side of the above equation. Commonly,
262 C*�1 is called the calibration matrix, whereas, as said, b* is the offset
263 vector. The manufacturer normally provides the instrumental
264 errors, either in the form of a calibration matrix and an offset vector
265 or in the form of the different error matrixes (scale, misalignment)
266 and the offset. Therefore, in the acceptance test, in order to verify
267 the by-default calibration, the environmental errors should be
268 minimized.

269 2.3. Testing procedure

270 The testing procedure of magnetometers is normally carried out
271 as described in the aforementioned references [47,48] or [49]. In
272 the present work, the testing procedure was similar and consisted

273of placing the magnetometer (or its measurement probe in the case
274of testing the Bartington magnetometer) on a horizontal plane,
275with one of its axis vertically aligned and pointing towards the
276Earth, and the other one pointing towards the magnetic North
277(see Fig. 4). Each set of measurements was carried out rotating
278the magnetometer in relation to the vertical axis and taking mea-
279surements in steps of Da = 30�. The total number of cases tested is
280summarized in Table 2.
281As mentioned above, the supplier company of the magnetome-
282ter sensors provides the instrumental errors, such that the true val-
283ues of the magnetic field can be obtained in the absence on
284environmental errors. Hence, the acceptance test of the sensor
285should be carried out limiting as much as possible the effect of
286the sources of environmental errors. These possible sources, as
287mentioned in previous subsections, are magnets, ferromagnetic
288materials and time-depending magnetic fields, which can be found
289mostly in electronic devices and ferromagnetic materials, as tools,
290screws, bolts, power lines, sewage systems, etc. Therefore, it seems
291reasonable to state that testing inside buildings should be avoided.
292In the present testing campaign measurements were carried out
293inside a laboratory, as well as outdoors, in order to analyse the
294errors associated to indoor testing.
295In Fig. 5, the theoretical calculation of the projection of the
296Earth magnetic field H (the modulus value is provided by NOAA
297organization) on each one of the magnetometer axes is shown,
298together with the vector modulus, as a function of the magnetome-
299ter rotation angle in relation to the magnetic North, a.
300Once a test case is carried out, the voltage measurements from
301the magnetometers have been transformed into magnetic field
302measurements using the transfer function (Eq. (11)) provided by
303the magnetometer’s manufacturer. The obtained values are com-
304pared with the theoretical values explained above. In the perfect
305scenario, the measured values of the components of the magnetic
306field should match the ones from Fig. 5, the theoretical values of
307the components of the magnetic field.
308The outdoor experimental set up is shown in Fig. 6. The magne-
309tometer to be tested was allocated on a horizontal non-

N 

x 

y 

z 

y 

α 

Fig. 4. Sketch of the magnetometer (or its measurement probe, in the case of the
Bartington magnetometer –see Fig. 2–) placed for being tested on a horizontal
surface. Initial position (a = 0�): x-axis pointing North, y-axis pointing East.
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310 ferromagnetic turntable, which was attached to a photography tri-
311 pod. In order to detach the magnetometer from the iron parts of
312 the tripod (and reduce this possible interference), a 15 cm high
313 non-ferromagnetic interface was constructed between the hori-
314 zontal turntable and the aforementioned tripod. Several tests were
315 performed, so as to determine a minimum distance of separation
316 between the magnetometer and the rest of the test equipment
317 (the computer and the ferromagnetic tripod head mainly), so as
318 to minimize the interference of the test equipment in the magne-
319 tometer, 10 cm turned out to be this minimum distance, with a
320 safety margin of 5 cm, thus 15 cm was the distance selected.
321 The magnetometers were connected to a DC power supply in
322 the tests carried out indoor, whereas lithium-ion-polymer batter-
323 ies were the power supply in the case of the outdoor tests. The
324 voltage measurements were carried out by using a National Instru-
325 ments acquisition system connected to a computer. In each mea-
326 surement 1000 samples were taken at 100 Hz frequency. The
327 process was controlled with software programmed in LABVIEW.

328 3. Results

329 In Fig. 7 the results from two of the tests carried out on both,
330 one of the SSBV magnetometers (FM008) and the Bartington mag-
331 netometer, are shown:

332– Case FM008-2 (indoor).
333– Case FM008-4 (outdoor).
334– Case Bart-1 (indoor).
335– Case Bart-4 (outdoor).
336

337A better accuracy can be appreciated from the outdoor testing
338in the graphs included in this figure, with this differences being
339especially significant regarding the vertical axis. Presumably, this
340better results obtained in the outdoor testing when compared to
341the indoor testing, are the result of the reduction on the magnetic
342disturbance caused by the iron structure of the building where the
343indoor testing was performed.
344In order to estimate the level of the aforementioned lack of
345accuracy, the angle c between the geomagnetic field, H, and the
346measured values, Hm, and the percentage difference between the
347modulus of both vectors:

Table 2
Testing cases analysed in the campaign carried out to study SSBV and Bartington magnetometers.

Unit Case Indoor/Outdoor Description

SSBV-FM008 FM008-1 Indoor Initial position: x-axis pointing West, z-axis pointing South. Clockwise rotation
FM008-2 Indoor Initial position: x-axis pointing West, y-axis pointing North. Clockwise rotation
FM008-3 Indoor Initial position: y-axis pointing North, z-axis pointing West. Clockwise rotation
FM008-4 Outdoor Initial position: x-axis pointing West, y-axis pointing North. Clockwise rotation
FM008-5 Outdoor Initial position: y-axis pointing North, z-axis pointing West. Clockwise rotation

Bartington Bart-1 Indoor Initial position: x-axis pointing North, y-axis pointing East. Clockwise rotation
Bart-2 Indoor Initial position: y-axis pointing East, z-axis pointing South. Clockwise rotation
Bart-3 Indoor Initial position: x-axis pointing East, z-axis pointing South. Clockwise rotation
Bart-4 Outdoor Initial position: x-axis pointing North, y-axis pointing East. Clockwise rotation
Bart-5 Outdoor Initial position: y-axis pointing West, z-axis pointing North. Clockwise rotation
Bart-6 Outdoor Initial position: x-axis pointing West, z-axis pointing North. Clockwise rotation

SSBV-FM007 FM007-1 Outdoor Initial position: x-axis pointing West, y-axis pointing North. Clockwise rotation
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Fig. 5. Projection of the geomagnetic field, H, in Madrid (Spain), on a magnetometer
(or its measurement probe) body axes with the attitude sketched on Fig. 4 (i.e., a
vertical rotation around Z body axis).
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Fig. 6. Outdoor experimental setup prepared to carry out a set of measurements.
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348

D Hj j ¼ Hmj j � Hj j
Hj j ð12Þ

350350

351 were calculated. In Fig. 8 the results are shown. Based on this figure,
352 it can be said that the pointing errors can be estimated in a first
353 approximation as being between c = 2� and c = 10�, whereas the
354 magnetic field, can be measured with an error within the brackets
355 from D|H| = �15% to D|H| = 5% (approximated values). These values
356 include cases both indoor and outdoor.
357 If we only take into consideration the outdoor cases, the devia-
358 tions values, c and D|H|, are smaller: D|H| varies between �5% and
359 5% approximately, and c takes values between 1� and 4� approxi-
360 mately (we have not taken into account Bart-4 outdoor case in
361 these calculations because it presents a behaviour significantly dif-
362 ferent from the other outdoor cases; probably the test scenario was
363 not appropriate in this case).
364 It can be deduced that the interferences that the magnetometer
365 suffers in the indoor cases affect the measurements of the instru-
366 ment. Thus, for magnetometer characterizations, the test should
367 be undertaken outdoor and as far as possible from ferromagnetic
368 interferences (buildings, sewage system, street lamps. . .).

369 4. Effect of the magnetometers error on the UPMSat-2
370 performance

371 The effect of the magnetometers errors detected during the
372 testing campaign on the UPMSat-2 performances was analysed
373 using Monte Carlo techniques, in order to establish if the ACDS

374and especially its control law are robust enough to correct any per-
375turbation on the foreseen satellite’s attitude (see Fig. 9).

3764.1. Magnetometer errors definition

377The results of the tests performed to the SSVB and Bartington
378magnetometers have been used to determine a baseline of errors
379introduced by these sensors in the ADCS. The tests corresponding
380to FM008-4 and FM008-5 cases, i.e., two of the tests performed
381outdoors on one of the nominal magnetometers, FM008, were
382selected as representative cases. From the data three different
383errors were defined:

384(1) Misalignment error, . Defined as the differences between the
385direction of the geomagnetic field, H, and the one measured
386by the magnetometer. The maximum misalignment error
387considered in the simulations is c = 2�. The misalignment
388error is related to misalignment error from Eq. (8) and soft
389iron environmental perturbations from Eq. (5).
390(2) Offset error, DHi. Defined in the three body axes as the dif-
391ference between the components of the geomagnetic field,
392H, and the one measured by the magnetometer. The maxi-
393mum offset errors considered in the simulations are
394DHx = 1800 nT,DHy = 2010 nT, andDHz = 1400 nT. These off-
395set errors are related to array b from Eqs. (4) and (6).
396(3) Scale error in the three body axes, ki. Defined in the three
397body axes as the ratio of the measured geomagnetic field
398to the geomagnetic field, ki = Hmi/Hi. The maximum scale
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Fig. 7. Components of the geomagnetic field Hm measured indoor and outdoor, in relation to the angular position of the magnetometer (or its measurement probe) , (see Fig. 4
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399 errors considered in the simulations are kx = 1.1, ky = 1.2, and
400 kz = 1.3. The scale errors are mainly due to the scale factor
401 from Eq. (7), with some contribution from the soft iron envi-
402 ronmental error (Eq. (5)).
403

404 These errors have been introduced in Eq. (11) taking into con-
405 sideration the following observations:

406 i. In matrix C��1 from Eq. (11), the diagonal elements are, at
407 least, one order of magnitude bigger than the rest of the
408 elements.
409 ii. The misalignment error that should be introduced in the
410 non-diagonal elements is small (2�).
411

412 Therefore, we have considered that not taking into account the
413 misalignment errors is acceptable. Thus, we are only introducing
414 the scale and offset errors in the AOCS UPMSat2 simulator in Eq.
415 (11), resulting in the three linear Eqs. (13a)–(13c).

416
Hmx ¼ c�xx � kx � b�

x þ c�xy � b�
y þ c�xz � b�

z þ DHx ð13aÞ 418418

419
Hmy ¼ c�xy � b�

x þ c�yy � ky � b�
y þ c�yz � b�

z þ DHy ð13bÞ 421421

422
Hmy ¼ c�xz � b�

x þ c�yz � b�
y þ c�zz � kz � b�

z þ DHz ð13cÞ 424424

4254.2. Simulating the UPMSat-2 attitude control process

426The UPMSat-2 control law is a modification of the ‘‘B-dot” strat-
427egy that provides the control subsystem of the satellite with the
428capacity to control the rotation rate, and places the direction of
429the rotation axis perpendicular to the orbit’s plane. This control
430law only needs magnetometers and magnetorquers, as sensors
431and actuators respectively, to carry out a successful attitude con-
432trol on the spacecraft. The correct performances and applicability
433of the UPMSat-2 control law have been demonstrated by studying
434it with the UPMSat-2 mission simulator designed and programmed
435in MATLAB-SIMULINK by the IDR/UPM Institute. It is described in
436detail in [48]. The simulator integrates different modules which
437include:

438� Inertia matrix of UPMSat-2.
439� Accurate simulation of the expected orbit for UPMSat-2.
440� A detailed geomagnetic field model based on NOAA 2015-2020
441WMM.
442� Models of the major perturbations along the orbit (e.g., torques
443due to solar and aerodynamic effects).
444� Alternated operation of magnetometers and magnetorquers, to
445avoid interaction between them.
446� A model of magnetorquers performance, which includes the
447response characteristic time and maximum magnetic torque.
448� A model of magnetometers performance, with and without the
449errors aforementioned.

450Three different stages have been observed within the control
451process: an initial correction of the rotation rate, followed by a cor-

Fig. 9. UPMSat-2 satellite nominal attitude. The satellite is spinning around its +Z
axis, which is perpendicular to the orbit’s plane, this orbit being LEO sun-
synchronous (noon). From [31].
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452 rection of the satellite’s principal axis alignment, the process end-
453 ing with a final stabilized stage. See in Fig. 10 a simulation of the
454 UPMSat-2 ACDS performances starting from a perturbed initial
455 state. In a first stage of the attitude control, the rotation speed
456 components in the body frame xx and xy tend to zero, and xz

457 approaches the target value (xZ� = 0.1 rad/s), the angle h between
458 the normal to the orbit and the satellite’s +Z axis being not con-
459 trolled. This first stage ends in t = t1 seconds after the beginning
460 of the simulation (see Fig. 10). In the second stage, the rotation rate
461 has been stabilized and the angle h gradually tends to zero. This
462 second stage ends in t = t2 seconds after the beginning of the sim-
463 ulation (see Fig. 10).
464 A first round of simulations were carried out without consider-
465 ing any error on the magnetometers, in order to establish proper
466 conditions to define the end of the first and the second staged of
467 the stabilization (that is, times t1 and t2). The end of the first stage
468 was established when the component of the satellite’s rotation rate
469 perpendicular to +Z axis, x?, is below 0.01 rad/s, that is:
470

x? ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xxð Þ2 þ xy

	 
2q
6 10�2 rad=s ð13Þ472472

473As it can be observed, component xz is not included in the
474above condition, as this component of the rotation rate may not
475converge to the target value due to the magnetometer errors in
476the first stage. Despite this possible lack of convergence, the con-
477trol law would be valid; because the ultimate goal of the control
478law is to minimize the angle, h, between the normal to the orbit
479and the direction of the angular momentum, as well as control
480the rotation rate as to enhance the thermal uniformity. As long
481as these goals are achieved, no matter if the value of xZ is slightly
482above or below the target value. Regarding to the condition related
483to the end of the second stage, it was set when the angle h is below
48410�.

4854.3. Results of the Monte Carlo analysis

486A Monte Carlo analysis consists of running about thousands of
487cases, one thousand cases can be considered a significant popula-
488tion, in a simulation platform, changing randomly the conditions
489of the simulation, as to obtain a statistical approach of the beha-
490viour of the system simulated versus different conditions. In the
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491present work, two different simulations of one thousand calculated
492cases were ran, the following conditions being changed from one
493another calculation in each simulation:

494� Initial angle between Greenwich longitude and the Aries
495direction.
496� True Anomaly angle of the satellite.
497� Initial quaternion (initial position of the body axes versus iner-
498tial axes–Earth fixed, x pointing Aries Point, z pointing earth
499rotation direction–).
500� Initial angular velocity (in body axes).
501

502All calculations were carried out for a period of 5 � 105 s, which
503the maximum period of time that all the simulations will take.
504Regarding the simulations, no magnetometer errors were con-
505sidered within the first simulation, whereas misalignment, offset,
506and scale errors were taking into account within the second simu-
507lation. The effect of the magnetometer errors was analysed based
508on the end of the first and second stages of the stabilization pro-
509cess, t1 and t2, and the value of angle h at the end of the first stage.
510In Fig. 11 the frequency distribution of times t1 and t2 with
511regard to the two Monte Carlo simulations carried out are shown.
512The values of these times corresponding to 60–95% confidence
513levels in each simulation are respectively included in Table 3. As
514expected, values of t1 and t2 are larger when magnetometer errors
515are considered, being from 1.2 to 2 times the values from the non-
516errors-considered simulation for confidence levels up to 90%
517(higher confidence levels indicate much greater differences). The
518following conclusions can be derived from Fig. 11:

519� The introduction of the errors in the simulation distorts the val-
520ues of the variables t1and t2, so that the variance of the data is
521bigger in the sample with errors than in the sample without
522errors.
523� The value of t1 change slightly between the simulation with
524errors and without errors.
525� Regarding t2, the mean value increases when the simulation
526includes the errors in the magnetometers; the control spends
527more time in achieving the desired attitude.
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Fig. 11. Frequency histograms of times t1 (top) and t2 (bottom) corresponding to
the 1000-case Monte Carlo simulations of the UPMSat-2 ACDS carried out
considering and not considering the magnetometer errors.

Table 3
Times t1 and t2 in relation to different confidence levels from the distributions shown
in Fig. 11.

Confidence
levels

t1 [s] t2 [s]

No errors
considered

Errors
considered

No errors
considered

Errors
considered

60% 7623 8953 26,441 41,000
70% 7854 9717 34,250 5249
80% 8102 11,220 48,500 77,500
90% 8378 15,000 63,000 136,000
95% 8561 64,750 72,500 195,250
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Fig. 12. Frequency histograms related to the z axis rotation rate of the satellite, xs
z , in the simulations carried out with and without errors, at times t1 (left) and t2 (right).
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528 � There are fifteen cases that exceed the simulation time fixed
529 (5 � 105 s), because they do not reach the second condition
530 established. We have ran these cases with a larger time of sim-
531 ulation (106 s), observing that most of them converge for times
532 between 5 � 105 s and 106 s. It should be pointed out that the
533 cases that exceed the time fixed represent only a 0.1% of the
534 total number of cases analyzed, which is a negligible part of
535 the whole sample.
536

537 In Fig. 12, the value ofxs
z at times t1 and t2 is shown. As we have

538 mentioned previously, the target value of xs
z is 0.1 rad/s. As

539 expected, the introduction of the errors in the simulation causes

540a bigger deviation from the mean value in xs
z at t1 as well as at

541t2; the values of the rotation velocity are more scattered in the
542cases with errors than in the cases without errors. In both simula-
543tions, with and without errors, most of the cases reach the target
544value of the variable, 0.1 rad/s. However, in the simulation with
545errors we can observe cases that show at t2 either bigger or smaller
546values than the target value. These cases correspond to those that
547do not converge for the time of simulation (5 � 105 s). This larger
548period to reach the target value does not represent a problem; as
549long as the second condition (h < 10�) is accomplished, that is, it
550does not matter if this component of the rotation velocity is
551slightly bigger or smaller than the target value.
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Fig. 13. Frequency histograms related to the x axis rotation rate of the satellite, xs
x , in the simulations carried out with and without errors, at times t1 (left) and t2 (right).
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552 With regard the other two components of the rotation rate, xs
x

553 and xs
y, the frequency histograms of their values at times t1 and t2

554 is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. A quite bigger scatter is shown by both
555 values at time t1, resulting from the initial values programmed.
556 Nevertheless, the situation is different at time t2, where both com-
557 ponents are around 0.002 rad/s. As expected, the cases run without
558 errors show a quicker convergence. Finally, xs

y rotation rate com-
559 ponent seem to reach the convergence value easily when com-
560 pared to xs

x, this particular effect being produced by slight
561 differences in relation to both components at the inertia matrix.
562 We can conclude that the control from the ADCS of the UPMSat-
563 2 is capable of overcoming the errors introduced in the magne-
564 tometer measurements, even though these errors have been over-
565 sized. Only less than a 0.1% of the cases have to be studied deeply
566 because they have not converged in the time stipulated.

567 5. Conclusions

568 We have described the acceptance test over the ADCS and pay-
569 load magnetometers (SSBV and Bartington respectively) from the
570 UPMSat-2. The acceptance tests are recommended by the ECSS Test
571 standard [32]. The purpose of these tests is to verify that the spec-
572 ifications of the elements represent their actual behaviour.
573 We have developed a test procedure simple and fast. It does not
574 need specific equipment for its performance. The results of the test
575 provide a first approach of the well-functioning of the sensors. For
576 more exact results, especial support equipment to the test is
577 needed. The most difficult requirement of the test to achieve has
578 been an environment free from magnetic disturbances. We had
579 to perform influence tests over all the support equipment, as to
580 determine the influence of each element over the sensors. The suit-
581 able distances are established between the sensor and the support
582 equipment during the test.
583 Regarding to the results, they allow us to determine the well
584 behaviour of the sensors. As an example, to mention the results
585 obtained in the tests performed indoors, shown in Fig. 8 for the
586 Cases FM008-2 and Bartington Bart-1. As it can be seen, the vertical
587 component of the Earth magnetic field measured presents a clear
588 bias, which causes a bias in the modulus. This effect is supposed
589 to be cause by the iron basement structure of the building. Thanks
590 to the indoors’ test, we could determine that it was inappropriate
591 to do the magnetometer tests indoors.
592 As part of the acceptance test, we have been able of obtaining,
593 using the tests results, a first definition of the errors that can be
594 introduced by the sensors, magnetometers, in the ADCS. The goal
595 has been to determine if the errors baseline could be assumed by
596 the satellite AOCS. The definition of these errors have been very
597 conservative, as to verify the good behaviour of the subsystem fac-
598 ing errors far bigger than the ones it is supposed to face. The errors
599 have been coded in the programming language MATLAB/SIMU-
600 LINK, inside a simulator of the ADCS previously designed and ver-
601 ified by colleges from the IDR Institute. A Monte Carlo analysis has
602 been ran for samples of 1000 cases, for a simulation including the
603 errors and a simulation without the errors. The consequences of
604 these analyses have been shown using normal distributions of
605 the most significant dynamic variables. The study of these graphs
606 concludes that the control of the ADCS is capable of well-
607 functioning even the oversized errors introduced in the magne-
608 tometer measurements. Although, there are few cases, less than
609 0.1%, that do not show the expected behaviour; these cases should
610 be studied more deeply in a future, even they can be considered
611 negligible. Common characteristics observed in the variables corre-
612 sponding to the simulation with errors are bigger variances in the
613 values and longer times of convergence. Nevertheless, it is con-

614cluded that the results of this work are good enough as preliminary
615acceptance tests results.
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